NEWS RELEASE

AVEALTO TO BEGIN CUSTOMER ACQUISITION
FOR WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES TO BEGIN IN 2022
PROVIDED BY HIGH ALTITUDE PLATFORM (HAP) VEHICLES
A Transformative Telecom Technology Whose Time Has Come
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM – August 17, 2021
AVEALTO Ltd., a UK-based company, was formed to design, build and operate a fleet of High Altitude Platform
(“HAP”) vehicles which can transparently replace point-to-point satellite services at a lower cost, with higher
quality service. Recent improvements in the efficiency of batteries and solar cells now have made it possible to
create a commercially viable HAP vehicle optimized to provide Wireless Infrastructure.
Since it’s formation in 2013, AVEALTO has maintained a very a low profile, as it went through the design and
development process. This process is near completion. AVEALTO began flight testing on June 28th, 2021 under
the supervision of the UK Civil Aviation Authority (“CAA”), with the goal of obtaining UK Flight Approval. The
company expects to begin commercial services by end of 2022.
AVEALTO is now pleased to announce that it will open discussions with potential early customers at the
SATELLITE 2021 event in Washington DC – September 7-10, and also at the GSMA Conference in Los Angeles –
October 26–28.
It is likely that the production of AVEALTO HAP vehicles will be relatively limited the first 1-2 years. Customers
that make an early commitment to services will obtain preferential pricing and service availability. “Early
adopter” customers will also be able to help select the initial regions for HAP services coverage.
Over 3 billion people in the world do not have routine access to the internet. In addition, hundreds of millions
of people in remote areas must rely on high cost satellite links. AVEALTO HAP vehicles can provide “satellite
equivalent” services at a lower cost than satellites, and with higher quality.
"Our management team and investors are dedicated to using HAP technology to eliminating the global Digital
Divide" – Walt Anderson - co-founder AVEALTO Ltd
The Avealto management team has decades of experience in developing and managing new telecom
technologies. In addition, AVEALTO is working with a number of world class aerospace and telecom partners
in the United Kingdom and the rest of the world to make HAP technology a reality. AVEALTO is a member of
the HAPS ALLIANCE, GVF Global Satellite Industry Association, and ASIA PACIFIC SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
COUNCIL.
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